[Three-dimensional axial volume acquisition on meniscal lesions of the knee].
Axial three-dimensional volume scans obtained by magnetic resonance (MR) imaging were used to evaluate meniscal lesions of the knee in 28 knees of 26 cases. Axial 0.7 mm thin-sliced images with volume scan outlined the overall meniscal appearance for the first time. Axial volume scan was essential to the diagnosis of discoid lateral meniscus because only it could depict the characteristic elongated appearance of discoid lateral meniscus. Radial meniscal tears were depicted only by this technique: conventional sagittal and coronal views could not detect this type of meniscal tear. Volume scan could detect the precise extent of lesions with horizontal meniscal tears and meniscal degeneration. These MR findings obtained by axial volume scans were confirmed by arthroscopy in all cases. We concluded that volume scans were extremely useful in the evaluation of meniscal lesions because they offered axial views that provided much information on menisci located horizontally in the knee.